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Valued customers, dear readers,

Low-ash technology cuts emissions
Wherever we look we are constantly surprised by new technologies. Many

REPORT
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are better for the environment and more economical with resources while

Hydraulics for big ideas

offering the same or even better performance than before. Behind these
solutions there are always big ideas from dedicated people. Often hydraulic
systems play a major role in implementing them, as in the Värtahamnen port
expansion project in Stockholm. MOTOREX, with its lubricant technology
expertise and products such as rapidly biodegradable OEKOSYNT HEES
hydraulic fluid, is a key part of the solution when bringing these big ideas

INSIDE
14

to life. The report starting on page 10 contains more information on our

SAV MOTOREX is expanding

collaboration with customer Specma Hydraulikhuset AB and the fascinating
port expansion project in Stockholm.

EXPORT
16	Malwa forestry equipment:
lighter is more efficient

The contents of this issue of MOTOREX Magazine show how diverse lubricant applications can be. Whether it’s used in a chainsaw motor, a service
vehicle transmission, a harvester’s hydraulic system or the cooling system
of a machine tool, every one of MOTOREX’s over 2500 products is precisely
tailored for its application.
MOTOREX has been active on the Nordic market for many years and has

INDUSTRY
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had a subsidiary, MOTOREX NORDIC AB, in Landvetter near Gothenburg for

Cult of precision in Täby

PRACTICE TIRE MOUNTING
20

about four years. In this issue you can read where and how MOTOREX
products and consulting services are contributing to perfect solutions in
Sweden.

Fluid replaces paste for changing tires
On behalf of MOTOREX NORDIC AB and our four distributors in Sweden,
I wish you informative and exciting reading.
Med vänliga hälsningar (with best regards),
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22

Mountain railways are all facing the same challenge: they can only fulfil passengers’
high expectations if the entire alpine infrastructure functions flawlessly all the time.
That’s why MOTOREX ensures that your machinery and equipment never lets
you down. With innovative lubricants, a comprehensive product range and expert
technical advising. Put your trust in a partner who is fully committed to helping you
give your very best. www.motorex.com
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MOTOREX IN THE

NEWS

FIRST FILL AT AEBI
Aebi, based in Burgdorf, Switzerland, is an Aebi-Schmidt Group company
that develops and builds highly innovative vehicles and mountable attach-

BEST FOR CHAINS:
CHAINLUBE
PROFESSIONAL
Chain drives are widespread in many
types of industrial applications and
agricultural equipment. Chains are
exposed to many influences and,
in the real world, are seldom maintained in strict conformity with the
rules. Key factors in keeping chains
(roller chains, power and free
conveyor chains, flyer chains, apron
conveyor chains, cleated chains
and other specialized chains) operating with a minimum of wear and
noise include proper tension and
of course lubrication with the right
lubricant, as bearings are used
to connect the links in all
these types of chains.
CHAINLUBE PROFESSIONAL
is precisely formulated
for the needs of these chains.
It rapidly penetrates the
bearings and forms a highly
durable lubricant film
that also provides a dirt and
water-repellent surface.
Thanks to a handy 360°
sprayer system, the 500 ml
spray can be used in any
position, making it easy to
apply even in hard-toreach spots.

ments designed for current needs in agricultural and municipal services.
In collaboration with MOTOREX, the company has over time introduced
a number of successful lubrication innovations into practice. MOTOREX
FARMER POLY 608, for example, is a universal tractor transmission oil (UTTO)
used both for hydraulic systems in conformity with DIN 51524 T3 and for
transmissions and axle drives (API GL-4 specification). Having experienced
positive results over several years, Aebi has now chosen MOTOREX as its
main factory “first fill” lubricant supplier. www.aebi-schmidt.ch

MOTOREX IS ADDING ON
MOTOREX recently purchased the
11,000-square-meter grounds
of neighboring company Nencki AG,
which has relocated its headquarters
to another part of Langenthal.
A large tank farm consisting of six
130-cubic-meter tanks is currently
being built on the site. The former
Nencki headquarters location will
also become home to further
production facilities and a new
laboratory. We’ll be glad to keep
you posted.

MOTOR OIL NEWS
FROM THE CAR LINE
CONCEPT B-XL SAE 0W/20 is MOTOREX’s new fuel-saving, high-performance
high-lubricity motor oil for BMW vehicles, developed especially for 2014 and
later BMW gasoline engines (N20 and Bx8) requiring the latest BMW LL-14
FE+ approval. It is also ideally suited for Euro 5/6 engines under the ACEA
A1/B1 classification that require SAE 0W/20 viscosity.
In addition, versatile SELECT LA-X SAE 5W/30 motor oil has received an
approval update, now meeting ACEA C2 and further expanding the appli
cation radius of this fleet oil.
For the FIAT dealership network, MOTOREX has updated all FIAT approvals to the 2015 OEM standard and made the appropriate adjustments to
the product mix. See the Motor Oils section of the latest Car Line brochure
for details.
CONCEPT B-XL SAE 0W/20
ACEA A1/B1
BMW LL-14 FE+
Safety + Performance:
TOYOTA
HONDA

SELECT LA-X SAE 5W/30
ACEA C2, C3
API SN
MB-Approval 229.52
VW 502 00/ 505 01
BMW LL-04
GM DEXOS-2
Safety + Performance:
FIAT 9.55535-S3

LINDAHL’S 3000-HP
DOORSLAMMER
Accelerating from 0 to 100 kph
in just 0.8 seconds doesn’t
leave driver Mikael Lindahl
much time to enjoy the ride.

VERSATILE MULTIPURPOSE GREASE 195

2015
RACING REPORT

He competes in a replica ’68
Camaro for the Swedish team

New MOTOREX MULTIPURPOSE GREASE 195 is ideal for lubricating roller

The Twins in the Pro Extreme/

and slide bearings subject to high, sometimes sudden loads. MOTOREX

Top Doorslammer class. The

GREASE 195 is a mineral oil-based lithium-calcium high-pressure lubri-

team manager and chief en-

cating grease with an ideal base viscosity (NLGI class 2). Its broad oper

gineer is Magnus Lindahl,

ating temperature range – from –25 °C to +140 °C – makes it suitable for

Mikael’s twin brother. So far

a wide variety of applications, especially in agriculture, forestry and con-

the team’s best time for the

struction. Its high shear stability, good adhesive properties and water

1/8-mile (201 meter) drag race

resistance ensure ideal protection against oxidation and corrosion. The

is 3.83 seconds. A compres-

MOTOREX EXTRA SAE 50 provides the ideal lubrica-

new MULTIPURPOSE GREASE 195 meets the KP 2 N-20 specifications

sor aspirates the methanol-

tion. The result: a generous 3000 horsepower (+), plus

under DIN 51 502.

fueled 8.5-liter Hemi V8, while

quite a few trophies.
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Once again riders using
MOTOREX products have excelled,
achieving top results. No fewer
than 9 world champions have
emerged from the 2015 season.
See the enclosed 2015
Racing Report for more
information, or check it
out online at:
www.motorex.com/racing
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WHAT’S NEW

FACTS: FASSI F1950RA.2.28 L916
TRUCK-MOUNTED CRANE
Base vehicle
Axle load

Better safety, auto
matically: integrated
outrigger monitoring
and built-in load-
moment limitation
keep cranes from
becoming overloaded
or unstable.

Scania 580LB 10x4*6 HSE
Axles 1 & 2
2x10,000 kg
Axles 3–5
27,000 kg
Total load
40,000 kg
Superstructure FASSI F1950RA.2.28 he-dynamic crane
FASSI L916 hydraulic jib
FASSI V40/L crane cable winch
FASSI FSC-S II stability control
Dual-circuit hydraulic system (LS)
Scanreco joystick radio control system
6-point outrigger supports built into
FSC-S II system
Notterkran AG subframe
Notterkran AG loading ramp
Hydraulic fluid MOTOREX COREX HV 46

To ensure a perfect fit between the powerful mounted crane and its carrier
vehicle, Notterkran specialists developed and engineered a sophisticated
subframe.

Professional maintenance using quality lubricants is key to safe and trouble-
free operation.

HEAVY LOADS,

NO PROBLEM

cations and regulatory requirements. The crane model

TROUBLE-FREE OPERATION

shown is also notable for its exceptional lifting capacity

Notterkran Group AG products are generally long-term in-

and minimal size. Mechanical resistance is improved

vestments. The equipment’s high average age of well over

and weight kept low through the use of special steels

10 years is testimony to its quality in hard day-to-day

with extremely high elastic limits.

service. With several locations in Switzerland and Germany
and an in-house mobile service organization, the manu

A truck-mounted crane can be a useful tool, especially in tight quarters. Notterkran
Group AG of Switzerland has specialized in professional truck-mounted cranes
for over 50 years. Hydraulic systems give these cranes the power to move multi-tonne
loads at the touch of a joystick. The heavy-duty Fassi F1950RA crane pictured
is rated at up to 137.6 tonne-meters*!

HARD WORK FOR THE HYDRAULICS

facturer services many of its own products. This includes

No other mechanical system bears such extreme loads

regular hydraulic system lubrication and maintenance in

as hydraulic systems. Any time force is transmitted hy-

accordance with manufacturer’s requirements. Sticking

draulically, the transmission medium is subjected to ex-

to the maintenance schedule ensures trouble-free profes-

treme pressures and shear forces. Two adjustable axial

sional operation. •

piston pumps, each with a capacity of 100 liters per

www.notterkran.ch

www.fassi.ch

minute at a pressure of up to 340 bar, supply a total of
four lifting cylinders, two swivel motors, 14 extension

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS MADE TO ORDER

FASSI F1950RA TRUCK-MOUNTED CRANE

cylinders (eight on the crane and six on the hydraulic jib)

Based in Boswil, Canton Aargau, the Notterkran Group

The Fassi F1950RA heavy-duty truck-mounted crane

and six outrigger cylinders. A four-tonne hydrostatic-

AG’s core business lies in combining vehicles with cus-

shown was installed on a five-axle truck at the Notter-

powered cable winch is also installed.

tomer-tailored equipment (truck-mounted jib cranes,

kran assembly center in Boswil. Engineers at the in-

loading cranes or hooklifts) to produce practical com-

house development and engineering department used

HIGH-PERFORMANCE: MOTOREX COREX HV

plete solutions. The company employs a workforce of

3-D modeling to develop a subframe that connects the

The hydraulic system on the crane truck pictured is

over 130 and represents and installs products from sev

crane and outrigger assembly to the vehicle chassis. The

filled with high-quality MOTOREX COREX HV 46 (HV =

eral leading mounted crane manufacturers, including

entire structure must be capable not only of withstand-

high viscosity) multi-range hydraulic fluid. Its extremely

Fassi, Cranab, Hiab, Multilift, Loglift and Jonsered.

ing enormous physical forces, but also of meeting a

linear viscosity-temperature curve (multi-range charac-

wide range of vehicle and crane manufacturer’s specifi-

teristic) gives it the ability to function efficiently, i.e.
with low fuel consumption and wear, over a wide tem-

*The tonne-meter (mt) unit is equal to lifting capacity multiplied by outreach radius.
Rated at 137.6 mt, the F1950RA mentioned above can therefore theoretically lift a 137.6-tonne load at a one-meter outreach radius, or a good 1.6 tonnes at a 31-meter radius!
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perature range. Outstanding shear stability values also
ensure maximum safety at peak loads in any situation.
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The complex hydraulic system features numerous valves, hydraulic motors and
regulators along with four filters and two coolers. 550 liters of COREX HV
ensure precise operation.
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Picture: Husqvarna

Picture: Fachhochschule Biel

MOTOR OIL

When using mobile equipment, every effort must be made to minimize the exposure of people
nearby to pollution.

Ash-free
two-stroke motor oil

Emissions from small equipment can be scientifically
analyzed on special test benches. Instructive findings
have been obtained at Biel University of Applied Sciences
(Switzerland) in partnership with various experts.

Adding ash-free 2-stroke motor oil
to Aspen alkylate petrol in accordance
with SN 181163:2015.

of oxidizing catalytic converters and massively reduces

BENEFICIAL LINK WITH ASPEN

particle emissions.

Aspen and MOTOREX have been heavily involved in

The extremely clean combustion of the
ash-free 2-stroke motor oil (left piston)
leaves virtually no deposits. This stops
the piston rings clogging up (right).

the systematic further development of ash-free 2-stroke

SPOTLIGHT ON PARTICLE EMISSIONS

motor oils for some considerable time. It is therefore all

Measures to curb emissions focus especially on particle

the more gratifying that Aspen is one of the very few

volume, quantity and size. Every engine combustion

alkylate fuels to conform without modification to the

WITH ASH-FREE FORMULA

process produces particles. People working with small

new SN 181163:2015 standard that is already legally

equipment (chainsaws, brush cutters or leaf blowers)

binding in Switzerland. Where the engine is also equipped

are at particular risk of inhaling ultrafine nanoparticles

with an oxidizing filter, modern two-stroke technology

(<100 nm). It is important, therefore, to avoid producing

is at its best. •

2-stroke engines are still extremely popular. They are compact, of simple design and
powerful. These advantages are in particular demand for hand-held equipment. To reduce
the impact of pollutants on users and the environment, it is now standard practice
to use alkylate petrol. As of July 1, 2015, it has been mandatory under the new Swiss
standard SN 181163 for any added 2-stroke motor oil to have an ash-free formulation.
The oil that has been used in Aspen 2 for around two years now complies with the new
standard and is the result of the partnership between MOTOREX and Aspen.

these nanoparticles in the first place. Two-stroke en-

2-STROKE ALKYLATE GASOLINE FOR SMALL ENGINES

quire an ash-free two-stroke motor oil to run well over
extended periods. But using the new Aspen 2 also offers
major benefits for engines with no oxidation catalytic

COMPARISON WITH AND WITHOUT OXIDATION CATALYTIC CONVERTER

converters (see diagram).

IMPROVED TECHNICAL QUALITY
A state-of-the-art, ash-free and fully synthetic 2-stroke
motor oil has been used in Aspen 2 for over two years. This

8

Above:
The downstream oxidation
catalytic converter reduces pollution
and particulate matter.

gines equipped with oxidation catalytic converters re-

New technologies for reducing emissions and increasing

in force in Switzerland, while other European countries

makes Aspen 2 a compelling choice for two reasons:

fuel efficiency are top priorities for the research and de-

are set to adopt its requirements.

–	Aspen 2 is extremely clean-combusting and, since it is

velopment teams at MOTOREX and Aspen. Progress in

Ash-containing
two-stroke motor oil

Comparison of particle mass and size
from a 3.2-kW chainsaw with an Aspen
two-stroke mixture containing 2 % ashfree motor oil with and without oxidation
catalytic converter at 9000 rpm

this field is also constantly demanded by legislators. As

LESS ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

just as much to low-revving equipment such as leaf

a consequence, the Swiss Association for Standardiza-

One of the major benefits of alkylate petrol has al-

blowers as it does to high-performance tools such as

tion (SNV) has become the first body in Europe to sub-

ways been its drastically lower impact on health and

chainsaws.

stantially tighten the requirements for 2-stroke alkylate

the environment compared with regular-grade petrol.

–	It provides extremely effective wear protection.

gasoline. The SNV has two main goals in introducing

Since alkylate petrol contains virtually no aromatic

Test bench measurements carried out in partnership

this new SN 181163 standard: first, to reduce environ-

hydrocarbons, it significantly cuts emissions of sub-

with specialist institutes operating at European level, the

mental impact by lowering pollutant emissions and sec-

stances such as benzene (a carcinogenic air pollutant).

major manufacturers of hand-held motorized tools, pro-

ond, to improve technical quality by increasing the pro-

Now the new standard is further decreasing emissions

ducers of alkylate gasoline and lubricant specialists have

tection provided by catalytic converters and introducing

of sulfated ash, phosphorus and sulfur (SAPS). Lower-

delivered convincing proof of the ash-free oil’s positive

clear requirement specifications. The standard is already

ing sulfated ash emissions enhances the performance

influence on the number and size of emitted particles.
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Concentration (particle/cm3)

ash-free, leaves absolutely no deposits. This applies
1.0E+10
1.0E+09
1.0E+08

without catalytic converter
with catalytic converter

1.0E+07
1.0E+06
1.0E+05
1.0E+04
10

100
400
Diameter (nm)
Nanometer (1/1.000.000th of a millimeter)
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Bild: Ports of Stockholm

Picture: Jonas Koel Bildmedia

REPORT

A bird’s-eye perspective reveals the scale of the port district and port facility
expansion project.

A total of six passenger gangways
with hydraulic systems from Specma
Hydraulikhuset AB will operate
at the expanded port in Stockholm
Värtahamnen. Engineer Thomas
Sundman (photo right) and his team
are in charge of installation and
commissioning of the complex facility.

Practical hydraulically operated passenger gangways will soon begin servicing
ships at the port of Värtahamnen.

STOCKHOLM’S VÄRTAHAMNEN PORT
EXPANSION PROJECT

year Värtahamnen serves an average of 1,500 ship movements and 4 million passengers.

Stockholm is growing, with 35,000 new residents arriving in the region of the Swedish metropolis each
year. As noted above, coping with this growth requires
increasingly efficient infrastructure. A good example is

Demand for innovative solutions to the diverse needs of the world’s growing population
is strong. As the dimensions grow, so too do expectations of efficiency in areas such
as infrastructure, mobility and energy. The invention of hydraulic technology in the
late 18th century provided an excellent foundation for countless new hydraulicassisted applications.

10

the port of Värtahamnen. Built 100 years ago, it occupies a key position in both passenger (ferries, passenger liners and cruise ships) and freight traffic (1.7 million tonnes of freight per year). The port links Sweden
with Finland, the Baltic states and Russia. The port
company Stockholms Hamnar’s large-scale expansion
project Värtan includes a new port that is to be linked

The Nordic countries are home to many leading de-

of applications brought Gothenburg-based Specma

with the city. The result is not only a much more effi-

signers and manufacturers of hydraulic systems, de

Hydraulikhuset AB into contact with the lubricant

cient port area, but also an additional 85,000 square

vices and components. Hydraulic fluids for signaling

experts at MOTOREX NORDIC AB in Sweden. As a re-

meters land area for the expansion of the city of Stock-

and power and energy transmission are a key ele-

sult, MOTOREX Magazine got the chance to take an

holm. The new port will feature five quay-berths with

ment in keeping them functioning smoothly. The

exciting look behind the scenes of some large-scale

a total length of 1200 meters. For passengers, the heart

need for high-quality hydraulic fluids for a wide range

hydraulic systems.

of the project will be a new, modern terminal. Each
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Specma Hydraulikhuset is the unquestioned leader among hydraulics specialists.
The company supplied complete hydraulic systems for the passenger gangways
in the Värtahamnen port expansion project.
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REPORT CONTINUED

A total of four hydraulic motors (two above and two below) position the landing stage
precisely alongside the passenger gate.
Several hundred meters of steel piping and countless hydraulic
hoses were installed after prior testing with pressurized oil by
Hydraulikhuset to the applicable marine standard.

The hydraulic cylinder for horizontal positioning
alongside the ship and neatly arranged hydraulic
lines are clearly visible on this gangway (one of six).

Each gangway has a central hydraulic unit containing the pumps, control system and
valves, and the hydraulic oil tank and filters.

Rapidly biodegradable OEKOSYNT HEES
biofluid is used to operate the hydraulics,
located right next to the harbor basin.

A HYDRAULICS PIONEER FOR 40 YEARS

at the three locations, five trained technicians provide

at the passenger gates, which are often positioned twice

to state-of-the-art additive technology. A near-linear

The company now known as Specma Hydraulikhuset

on-site service with specially equipped service vehicles.

as high. The equipment also telescopes horizontally as

temperature-viscosity curve ensures safe and efficient

AB was founded in 1975, with just four employees

Today Specma Hydraulikhuset AB has a workforce of 26

far as 4.5 meters to bring it alongside the ship, all with-

operation even when the temperature dips below freez-

building hydraulic power units (PU’s) for customers in

dedicated employees generating sales in the range of

out ever coming into direct contact with the vessel. Each

ing. Multiple 10-micron filtering keeps each gangway’s

Gothenburg’s shipping industry. Business has been

SEK 63 million per year. Typical customers include com-

mobile gangway is operated by a pump set made up of

600 liters of OEKOSYNT HEES 22 clean.

growing ever since. The company was the first distrib-

panies in marine applications (harbor and lock construc-

two powerful Parker PD075-LS hydraulic pumps with a

utor in Sweden of hydraulic components from Parker

tion and shipbuilding), manufacturing of automobiles

capacity of 200 liters per minute. The whole thing is

Hannifin and other well-known brands. Since 2008 Hy-

and trucks (e.g. Volvo), forklifts and construction equip-

controlled by custom software that uses sensors to

draulikhuset has been operating from three locations in

ment, and many other sectors. Through close collabora-

gather the necessary parameters. Once the gangway is

western Sweden, in Gothenburg (HQ), Kungsbacka and

tion with customers, many of them subcontractors on

in place alongside the ship, passengers have dry-shod

Falkenberg. The company’s core competence is the de-

major projects, Specma Hydraulikhuset’s products and

access to the central, 650-meter pedestrian walkway to

sign and production of custom hydraulic systems, most-

hydraulics expertise are often a key factor in bringing

the port terminal.

ly for leading OEMs. Other key activities include the sale

big ideas to life.

These stringent requirements impact every part
of the project down to the hydraulic fluid used.
TEAMWORK MAKES IT EVEN BETTER
The imposing gangways at the expanded Värtahamnen

HIGH STANDARDS

port are a good example of how close collaboration be-

overhaul of existing systems. The latter accounts for a

MOBILE GANGWAYS

Planning and implementing major projects requires out-

tween specialized companies can make flawless imple-

growing share of the company’s sales. Besides the staff

A total of six hydraulically operated, electronically con-

standing performance. Environmental standards are an

mentation of big ideas possible down to the smallest de-

trolled gangways will be installed for safe, rapid access

important consideration. These stringent requirements

tail. Such partnerships permit new dimensions and solu-

to a wide range of ship types at the new port. Specma

impact every part of the project down to the hydraulic

tions that often surpass the knowledge and capabilities of

Hydraulikhuset hydraulics specialists are in charge of

fluid used. Rapidly biodegradable (OECD 301 B) OEKO-

any single company. With each project successfully com-

designing, producing, installing and commissioning the

SYNT HEES (Hydraulic Environmental Ester Synthetic)

pleted, the participating companies lay a cornerstone for

complete hydraulic systems under contract to port equip-

hydraulic oil is perfect for applications where any fluid

even more big ideas. TTS Marine and Specma Hydrau-

ment supplier TTS Marine (www.ttsgroup.com). Powered

leaks could directly reach the soil or water. Even where

likhuset have since taken the lead on further projects in

by hydraulic motors with planetary gears, the gang-

not legally mandated, today’s responsible businesses

Scandinavia, the UK and other locations in Europe.

ways are maneuvered into precise position alongside

use biofluids, which pay off in economic terms as well.

the ship by remote control. Enormous hydraulic cylin-

MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES boasts outstanding perfor-

However big plans for hydraulic systems may get,

ders raise and lower the gangways through a vertical

mance values that include a service life three to five

MOTOREX plays a key role in transforming big ideas

range of five meters, positioning them to the millimeter

times longer than mineral hydraulic oils, thanks in part

into perfectly functioning realities. •

of hydraulic components and maintenance, repair and

FACTS AND FIGURES
Company
Specma Hydraulikhuset AB
Headquarters Gothenburg
Established
1975
Employees
26
Present in	Sweden, Finland, Denmark, United Kingdom,
Poland, USA, Brazil, China
Sales
SEK 63 million
Websites
www.hydraulikhuset.se and
www.specmahydraulic.se (Swedish and English)
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The hydraulic cylinders
move the multi-tonne gangways
to exactly the right position.
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Watch the
video on
the Värtahamnen port
expansion
project
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INSIDE

SAV MOTOREX
IS EXPANDING

One year ago we reported here on the founding of SAV MOTOREX GMBH
in Arnsberg, Germany. Well-known in the sector, the SAV team got off
to a successful start on the German motorcycle market with the Moto Line.
Two new area managers will give the company even better coverage of
the German market. SAV MOTOREX GMBH is also expanding its product
range, now offering the new Classic Line for classic vehicles.
MOTOREX has steadily increased its exports with new marketing and sales strategies in recent years. The com

HIGH PRIORITY

to keep them maintained could be difficult. MOTOREX’s

The closer relationship between MOTOREX and SAV

comprehensive Classic Line is tailored to the specific

MOTOREX GMBH underscores the importance of the

lubricant requirements of each generation of cars. The

German market. Every day MOTOREX area managers

full range comes in various sizes to meet the different

field questions about specific lubricant applications

needs of users. The MOTOREX Classic Line features the

from a wide range of users, from brand distributors

following product categories:

to racing crew chiefs. Clearly and unmistakably, con-

• Motor oils (Regular/Supreme/Heavy Duty/Evotec)

sulting services are essential in choosing the right lu-

• Gear oils

bricant, especially for ever more critical technologies.

• Coolants

Hiring two additional area managers will give the

• Brake fluids

company even denser coverage of the German motor-

• Special oils/fluids

cycle market.

• Technical greases

NOW CARRYING CLASSIC LINE

The right Classic Line products can play a significant

Classic Line
Professional Products

Whether it’s pre-war veterans, antique cars or modern

role in preserving our motoring heritage, whether em-

classics, the stock of historically valuable vehicles is

bodied in a motorcycle, automobile, truck, tractor or even

steadily growing. In the past, finding the right lubricants

a steamroller!

Classic Line
Technical Guide

pany’s world-famous high-tech lubricants and care products are now distributed in over 80 major markets around
the globe.

INTERESTED? JUST ASK!
Do you have questions about lubrication for a motorcycle or classic vehicle? Are you interested in using or
distributing Moto Line or Classic Line products? We look
forward to hearing from you at:
SAV MOTOREX GMBH

P.O. Box 1206
D-59702 Arnsberg
Germany
Phone +49 (0) 2932 280 326
Fax +49 (0) 2932 280 327
sav-motorex@motorex.com
www.motorex.com

New from SAV MOTOREX GMBH:
Alongside the successful Moto Line,
Ottmar Bange and his expanded
team will now also be distributing
the MOTOREX Classic Line.

Western and Northern Germany
Ottmar Bange/General Manager
Phone +49 170 220 8945
ottmar.bange@motorex.com

Eastern Germany
Bernd Fulk/Sales Consultant
Phone +49 171 760 8796
bernd.fulk@motorex.com

Bavaria
Daniel Probst
Phone +49 170 225 8222
daniel.probst@motorex.com

Hesse/Baden-Württemberg
Matthias Geidel
Phone +49 151 5651 0423
matthias.geidel@motorex.com

Your partners at SAV MOTOREX will be glad to assist
you with any issues you may have concerning motor
cycle lubrication and care. •

Always in demand: MOTOREX shows off the diverse Moto Line to
the motorcycle fan community at various events.
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EXPORT
FACTS AND FIGURES
Company
Malwa International AB
Headquarters Skene, south-east of Gothenburg
Established
2009
Employees
15
Present	in Sweden, Norway, Finland, the Czech Republic, Poland,
the Baltic States and Switzerland
Sales
SEK 50 million
Website
www.malwa.se (Swedish and English)

LIGHTER

IS MORE
EFFICIENT

57 % of Sweden is covered by forests.
That’s around 23 million hectares,
equivalent to the entire surface area
of the United Kingdom! To ensure
that mechanized timber extraction
leaves as little trace on the natural
environment as possible, Malwa, the
Swedish forestry machinery manu
facturer, builds machines that are light
but all the more efficient.

Using broad tires and “boggy tracks,” the vehicle’s ground
pressure is evenly distributed over its entire footprint.

Picture: Bosch Rexroth AG

Forestry work has not left the forest floor untouched. Malwa
offers customers an alternative generation of machinery,
lighter but no less efficient and easy on the ground.

MOTOREX OEKOSYNT HEES was tested at Bosch Rexroth for 1,300 hours
and meets the formal DIN ISO 15 380 (HEES) approval requirements.

When it comes to managing forests while inflicting

MALWA 560 H – THE PERFECT SIZE

and the hydrostatic transmission. All assemblies are

MALWA INTERNATIONAL AB

minimal damage to the soil, Per-Olov Gunnarsson, a for-

The main key to effectively reducing pressure on the

lubricated with MOTOREX lubricants.

Established in 2009, the company specializes in develop-

est manager and entrepreneur from Alfta, knows why he

forest floor is using lightweight machinery with good

opted for the combi machine Malwa 560 C. Some 300 km

weight distribution. The Malwa 560 H is a harvester

HIGH-PERFORMANCE HYDRAULICS

tally friendly forestry equipment. The Malwa machine

north of Stockholm in Alfta, as in other parts of Sweden,

that weighs just 5,400 kg (or 6,700 kg when equipped

The working hydraulics have a capacity of just 60 liters.

concept first exhibited at the Elmia Wood trade fair in

there are areas where high water content makes ground

with water-filled tires). The weight is specifically dis-

That, too, is the result of the weight-optimized design. At

Sweden in the year of the company’s founding has been

conditions difficult. Boggy areas also regularly affect how

tributed over the six wheels, resulting in an advanta-

an engine speed of 1600 rpm, the axial piston variable

further refined and now forms the basis for today’s range

forested zones are managed. As forestry operations are

geously low ground pressure. To leave a minimum of

displacement pump delivers 140 liters a minute, mean-

of model versions. Malwa has been working successfully

mechanized, specific measures have been taken to keep

tire tracks, it runs on broad tires fitted with boggy

ing that the machine’s entire supply of hydraulic fluid

together with MOTOREX ever since it opened for business.

soil compaction as low as possible. Sweden has clearly

tracks (a sort of caterpillar track that runs around the

flows through the system 2.33 times every minute. Ma-

defined regulations for remediation of damage to the

double axle unit). Equipped in this way, its ground pres-

jor forces can be reliably transmitted for hours at a time

With machinery precisely geared to today’s needs, Mal-

soil. If the forest floor remains intact, contractors can

sure is a mere 0.2 kg/cm². A person walking through

at pressures of up to 195 bar. It all sounds simple, but in

wa is well positioned in the market. Its success also

minimize the time-consuming and costly work.

the forest exerts a ground pressure of 0.4 kg/cm².

fact it’s hugely demanding work and requires top-qual-

pleases forest manager and owner Per-Olov Gunnars-

The Malwa 560 is also available as a forwarder (the

ity hydraulic fluid. By opting for rapidly biodegradable

son of Per-Olov Gunnarsson Entreprenad AB, a 28-year

560 F) or combi version (the 560 C), which can be con-

(OECD 301 B) OEKOSYNT HEES, Malwa has made an

forestry veteran. Because today, working economically

verted from a harvester into a forwarder in less than

excellent choice, particularly in view of this biofluid’s

while still protecting the environment is only possible

15 minutes.

major performance reserves.

with the right machinery. •

ing, building and marketing efficient and environmen-

THINNING MADE EASY
Fitted with a Log Max 928 grab and saw head, the Malwa
560 H is the perfect harvester for thinning trees up to

The Malwa 560 H
harvester at work:

The Malwa 560 series:

42 cm in diameter. The articulated harvester has a hydrostatic drive, transmitting motive power to either two or
all six wheels. It is powered by a Caterpillar 3.4B, Tier 4,
Magnus Wallin (left), Malwa founder and current business development manager,
with his customer, Per-Olov Gunnarsson.

16

Euro Stage IIIB diesel engine. The 55 kW (75 hp) it generates is mainly used for driving the working hydraulics

Malwa 560 C
Combi = combined harvester and transporter

Malwa 560 H
Harvester
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Malwa 560 F
simple Forwarder (transporter)
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Under one roof: The air-conditioned production plant houses some 50 machine
tools of different generations.
Hallberg-Sekrom’s quality
assurance pros rely on the proven
SPC (statistical process control)
method. The screen shows the
deviation and frequency from the
mean, displayed in green
between the red lines indicating
tolerance limits.
Quality control is a time-consuming
but crucial step on the path to perfect
end results.

AN ECLECTIC MACHINE POOL

ids such as MOTOREX SWISSCUT ORTHO cutting oils

As one of Sweden’s oldest producers of turned parts, Hall-

and SWISSCOOL MAGNUM emulsions are especially pop-

berg-Sekrom has some 50 machine tools in operation in

ular among international users. At Hallberg-Sekrom AB,

Täby. As is often the case, these machines represent a

ORTHO NF-X 15 cutting oil and water-miscible MAGNUM

number of different generations. Large runs of relatively

UX 400 coolant-lubricant now cover the entire, extremely

simple parts are still produced with precision and ex-

broad range of machining processes.

CULT OF PRECISION IN TÄBY
Among Sweden’s long-established metal machining operations, Hallberg-Sekrom AB
may well be one of the most successful. Based in Täby near Stockholm in southwestern
Sweden, the company has roots dating back to the 1920s, although its relationship with
MOTOREX goes back “only” as far as 1998. Still successful today, the collaboration
began with a major challenge …

Hallberg-Sekrom’s breadth of
production is impressive. Its customers include such successful
global enterprises as Atlas Copco.

MOTOREX ORTHO NF-X 15 has the essential performance
reserves for the most challenging applications.

treme efficiency on cam-controlled machines from the

18

Hallberg-Sekrom is a member of Sweden’s HSF Group,

out Sweden as a specialist in machine tools, providing

1960s. Directly adjacent are state-of-the-art CNC-con-

one of the leading suppliers of turned and milled parts

a variety of services for the metalworking industry. In

trolled machining centers configured for production of

in Scandinavia. It supplies precision aluminum, cast alu-

1998 Hallberg-Sekrom’s production manager called

complex parts. The machine pool that has accumulated

minum, steel, cast steel, stainless steel, brass, copper and

Ehn&Land’s technical customer service department

over the years is an eclectic one. A range of cutting oils

“With MOTOREX machining fluids and
impeccable support from Ehn&Land, we know
we have two capable partners at our side.”

plastic parts. Whether it entails manufacturing a single

when problems arose in producing a medical device

and emulsions was needed for the variety of applications

Peter Jansson, Hallberg-Sekrom AB production manager, Täby

part or a million-piece run, each order is carried out with

part out of 1.4441 implant steel. The tool was wearing

and materials in use. Users throughout Sweden were call-

the utmost in technical expertise and indispensable

out after just a few pieces and the result of the machin-

ing for universal machining fluids to simplify handling

know-how. Depending on the circumstances, the group

ing process was unsatisfactory. When on-site analysis

and logistics, and Hallberg-Sekrom was no exception.

uses three production sites in Sweden, Estonia and Chi-

revealed that the cutting oil then being used was not

na. The plant in Täby, Sweden, currently produces parts

up to the job (as indicated by color, odor and the shape

WITH TWO MACHINING FLUIDS

control using state-of-the-art measuring devices

ranging from 2 to 65 mm in diameter for the automo-

of the chips), a MOTOREX product, the then-current

These days performance, process reliability and economy

and collaboration with capable partners are ideal

tive, manufacturing, telecommunications, medical device

MOTOREX INOX 300, was chosen to replace it. With the

are key factors in choosing a machining fluid. MOTOREX

ingredients in ensuring 100% customer satisfaction.

and defense industries.

switch, an efficient production process was quickly set

has ultramodern laboratories staffed by specialist chem-

Of equal importance with these technological

up and the customer was able to meet its commitments

ists and engineers at its corporate headquarters in Langen-

success factors at Hallberg-Sekrom is the human

THE GOAL: 100% CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Continuous process improvement, rigorous quality

PROOF OF CAPABILITIES, 1998

within deadline. And with that Ehn&Land found itself

thal. The company’s successful products are a reflection of

factor – the company’s 35 employees have long

Ehn&Land AB of Nacka Strand has been importing and

supplying not only machines, but also the MOTOREX

ongoing investment in research and development along

been a well-practiced team. •

representing MOTOREX Swissline industrial lubricants

cutting fluids that had become a key success factor for

with decades of close collaboration with renowned ma-

www.hsfgroup.com

in Sweden since 1998. The company is known through-

the company.

chine and tool manufacturers. Universal machining flu-

www.ehnland.se
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PRACTICE TIRE MOUNTING

ASIA

The MOTOREX product range
now includes the revolutionary new
TYRE MOUNTING FLUID for
tire specialists. It can be applied very
economically, dries quickly and
leaves no visible mounting residue,
boosting quality and efficiency
in the tire business.

One big family: participants
at the first MOTOREX Asian
Distributor Meeting in
Sepang, Malaysia, with the
Crescent Suzuki Team.

FLUID REPLACES PASTE

ASIAN DISTRIBUTOR MEETING 2015

The high seasons of fall and spring are crunch times

ing compounding with water, the exclusive formula

without equal for tire dealers, as large numbers of tires

stops corrosion between tire and rim. MOTOREX TYRE

are changed in the space of a few weeks. Perfectly coor-

MOUNTING FLUID has been successfully tested in real-

dinated processes are needed to ensure speed, customer

world conditions, is suitable for all common tire types

satisfaction and zero tolerance for errors. With its new

and is compatible with tire pressure control systems

tire mounting fluid, MOTOREX has developed a product

(TPCS).

They came from eight different countries, with different languages, cultures and economies. But the gasoline in their veins and their shared passion for fast motorcycles had
the attendees at MOTOREX’s first gathering of Asian distributors speaking the same
language from the start.
Welcoming the official Moto Line distributors
from Malaysia, China, Indonesia, Japan, South

that meets precisely these criteria.

A HANDY LITTLE PACKAGE …

Korea, the Philippines, Singapore and Thai-

MULTIPLE BENEFITS

The practical dispenser is especially helpful when

land in Sepang at mid-year was a great honor

The excellent lubricant properties of pioneering MOTOREX

applying the fluid. It fits snugly in the hand and

for Edi Fischer (CEO), Ronald Kabella (Director

TYRE MOUNTING FLUID have a positive impact on both

makes it easy to apply just the right amount

of Power Sports) and Martin Wabnegger (Area

the mounting and dismounting process as well as the

of fluid with one hand during both mounting

Sales Manager). The three-day meeting ad-

tire’s breakaway torque during inflation. A welcome

and dismounting. A specially designed

dressed a number of timely issues (products,

side effect: no more hassle of injecting paste during

magnetic holder keeps it in easy reach on

technology, sales, marketing).

mounting. Rapid drying eliminates slippage of the tire

the tire changer.

THE ASIAN GROWTH MARKET

on the rim and the resulting imbalance, even under
heavy loads. But probably the fluid’s biggest benefit is

Your MOTOREX partner will be glad to

MOTOREX Moto Line lubricants and care prod-

that it leaves no visible residue to clean up. This saves

provide further information about

ucts have a long history on the Asian market.

time and enhances customer satisfaction. By prevent-

this handy new helper from MOTOREX. •

Quality awareness among consumers has risen
enormously over the past ten years with the

Philip Gerard Ty Ang,
Performance Parts, Philippines

Kenny Lee,
Motonation, Malaysia

Prasopchai Manthonglang,
NP Moto, Thailand

greatest annual growth,
2009–2014

greatest annual growth,
2011–2014

greatest annual growth,
2013–2014

growing presence of premium motorcycles and

Lubrication between the tire bead and
rim flange protects the carcass during
dismounting.

20

The handy TYRE MOUNTING FLUID
dispenser helps in applying fluid to the
tire bead economically.

Saves time: no need to clean residue off the
tire or rim after mounting.

generally higher expectations for lubrication

on the famous Sepang Grand Prix racing circuit concurrently with the meeting. The

technologies. The trend is a perfect fit for the

first highlight of the gathering was a meet-and-greet Friday evening when Crescent

MOTOREX quality philosophy. This, along with

Suzuki World Superbike Team riders Alex Lowes and Randy de Puniet and team

targeted marketing initiatives, has brought

manager Paul Denning dropped in to say hello. MOTOREX guests returned the gesture

many distributors very welcome growth rates.

by visiting the team at the Sepang racing circuit the next day. Finally that evening,

The three most successful distributors of recent

attendees got the opportunity to step on the gas and test each other’s mettle in a

years were recognized at the meeting.

go-cart race.

SEVERAL HIGHLIGHTS AT ONCE

The organizers were especially pleased to see the participants heading home at the

Naturally, motor sports were not neglected as

end of the meeting as highly motivated members of the big MOTOREX family.

a Superbike World Championship race was held

A big “thank you” to everyone who made this great success possible! •
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BOX
The Jamaican bobsled team’s entry
in the 1988 Winter Olympics in Calgary stood the sporting world on its
head. An original creation by Julien
Heuberger of Signy-Avenex, Canton
Vaud, is also turning heads. Heuberger
needed a catchy idea for a friendly
competition of “unidentified sliding
objects on snow” (e.g. boats, mattresses, bathtubs, etc.). Inspiration struck
while the agricultural equipment me-

“COOL RUNNINGS”
À LA VAUDOISE
chanic was at work: his entry would

Together with a collection of donated snowboard, ski, go-cart and scooter

be a bobsled made of MOTOREX

parts, the home-built 440-cm-long Heuberger bobsled emerged. For sufficient

drums. The only requirement: the

thrust at the start of the race, Julien (at the controls) trained several of his

sled had to have room for all of his

buddies as pushers. Their efforts were rewarded with victory in their first and,

best friends, meaning a grand total

alas, so far only race. Now Julien and his team are waiting for the first snow on

of six MOTOREX drums were needed!

the lookout for more opportunities to compete … •

DO YOU KNOW HOW TO RIDE A BIKE ON SNOW?
It’s a sight to cheer the heart of any

arm including the strut and a special

motorcycle fan and a way to keep

ski mounted in place of the front

bikes out of winter storage. In re-

wheel. The completely different use

gions with heavy snowfall in North

and load distribution on the chassis

America and Scandinavia, one-cylin-

means the front fork also needs to

der enduro bikes are equipped with

be adjusted. In Alberta, Canada, Lee

tracks for winter operation. The re-

Fryberger of CGRT Suspension can do

sult is far more agile than a snowmo-

the job. Heavier springs and stiffer

bile. “Snowbikes” can be ridden along

shock absorbers provide the neces-

slopes or in heavily wooded areas.

sary stability. Lee’s secret ingredient?

The conversion kit consists of a track

MOTOREX FORK OIL. •

drive that replaces the rear swing

www.cornergrass.com/CGRTsuspension

OTTOREX

Chronograph Style

Chronograph Classic Line

Chronograph Racing

Stainless steel housing, 41 mm diameter,
water-resistant up to 50 metres. With
quartz movement, a date indicator and a
strong leather strap. The MOTOREX logo
is discreetly printed on the strap fastening
and the clock casing. Packaged in a highquality artificial leather box.

Stainless steel housing, 48 mm diameter,
water-resistant up to 50 metres. With quartz
movement, a date indicator and a strong
leather strap. The MOTOREX classic logo
is printed on the dial plate and on the strap
fastening and the clock casing. Packaged in
a high-quality artificial leather box.

Stainless steel housing, 46 mm diameter,
water-resistant up to 100 metres. With quartz
movement, a date indicator and a strong
stainless steel strap. The MOTOREX logo
is discreetly printed on the strap fastening
and the clock casing. Packaged in
a high-quality artificial leather box.

Article no. 45100

Article no. 451301

Article no. 450999

Top-quality Swiss precision!
MERRY CHRISTMAS!
Please order these articles exclusively through your MOTOREX importer.

22
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MORE POWER. MORE SPEED. MORE CHAMPIONS

MOTOREX RACING LAB
The MOTOREX Racing Lab is responsible for the development and provision of all fluid requirements of the major racing teams that MOTOREX supports. Over recent years the MOTOREX
Racing Lab has established itself as one of the most respected centres of expertise when it comes
to special developments for racing teams.
These special Racing Line formulations in attractive premium packaging, combined with our passion for racing sport, create a completely new dimension for “High performance racing products”.

www.motorex.com

